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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

EMOJI COMPANY GmbH,

Plaintiff,

v.

THE INDIVIDUALS, CORPORATIONS, 
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES, 
PARTNERSHIPS, AND 
UNINCORPORATED ASSOCIATIONS 
IDENTIFIED ON SCHEDULE A HERETO, 

Defendants.

   Case No. 22-cv-3067 

   Judge Matthew F. Kennelly 

SEALED EX PARTE TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER 

THIS CAUSE being before the Court on Plaintiff’s Ex Parte Motion for Entry of a 

Temporary Restraining Order, Including a Temporary Injunction, a Temporary Transfer of the 

Defendant Domain Names, a Temporary Asset Restraint, Expedited Discovery, and Service of 

Process by Email and/or Electronic Publication (the "Ex Parte Motion") against the defendants 

identified in Schedule A to the Complaint and attached hereto (collectively, the "Defendants") 

and using at least the domain names identified in Schedule A (the "Defendant Domain Names") 

and the online marketplace accounts identified in Schedule A (the "Online Marketplace 

Accounts"), and this Court having heard the evidence before it hereby GRANTS Plaintiff’s Ex 

Parte Motion in its entirety. 

This Court further finds that it has personal jurisdiction over the Defendants since the 

Defendants directly target their business activities toward consumers in the United States, 

including Illinois, offering to sell and ship products into this Judicial District. Specifically, 
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Defendants are reaching out to do business with Illinois residents by operating one or more 

commercial, interactive Internet Stores through which Illinois residents can purchase products 

bearing counterfeit versions of U.S. Trademark Registration Nos. 4,868,832; 5,202,078 and 

5,415,510 (referenced below).

https://www.emoji.com/

This Court also finds that issuing this Order without notice pursuant to Rule 65(b)(1) of 

the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is appropriate because Plaintiff has presented specific facts 

in the Declarations of José Santiago, Anna K. Reiter and Michael A. Hierl and accompanying 

evidence clearly showing that immediate and irreparable injury, loss, or damage will result to the 

movant before the adverse party can be heard in opposition. Specifically, in the absence of an Ex 

Parte Order, Defendants could and likely would modify registration data and content, change 

hosts, redirect traffic to other websites in their control, and move any assets from accounts in 
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U.S.-based financial institutions, including Wish, Amazon, Alibaba and Walmart accounts, to 

offshore accounts.  As other courts have recognized, proceedings against those who deliberately 

traffic in counterfeit merchandise are often useless if notice is given to the adverse party. 

Accordingly, this Court orders that: 

1. Defendants, their officers, agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and all persons 

acting for, with, by, through, under or in active concert with them be temporarily enjoined and 

restrained from: 

a.  using Plaintiff’s EMOJI Trademarks or any confusingly similar trademark or 

name in any manner in connection with the distribution, marketing, 

advertising, offering for sale, or sale of any products that are not genuine 

EMOJI products or are not authorized by Plaintiff to be sold in connection 

with Plaintiff’s EMOJI Trademarks; 

b. passing off, inducing, or enabling others to sell or pass off any products as 

genuine EMOJI products or any other products produced by Plaintiff, that are 

not Plaintiff’s or are not produced under the authorization, control or 

supervision of Plaintiff and approved by Plaintiff for sale under Plaintiff’s 

EMOJI Trademarks; 

c. committing any acts calculated to cause consumers to believe that Defendants' 

products are those sold under the authorization, control or supervision of 

Plaintiff, or are sponsored by, approved by, or otherwise connected with 

Plaintiff; 

d. further infringing Plaintiff’s EMOJI Trademarks and damaging Plaintiff’s 

goodwill; 
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e. shipping, delivering, holding for sale, transferring or otherwise moving, 

storing, distributing, returning, or otherwise disposing of, in any manner, 

products or inventory not manufactured by or for Plaintiff, nor authorized by 

Plaintiff to be sold or offered for sale, and which bear Plaintiff’s EMOJI 

Trademarks or any reproductions, counterfeit copies or colorable imitations 

thereof; 

f. using, linking to, transferring, selling, exercising control over, or otherwise 

owning the Online Marketplace Accounts, the Defendant Domain Names, or 

any other domain name or online marketplace account that is being used to 

sell or is the means by which Defendants could continue to sell Counterfeit 

EMOJI products; and 

g. operating and/or hosting websites at the Defendant Domain Names and any 

other domain names registered or operated by Defendants that are involved 

with the distribution, marketing, advertising, offering for sale, or sale of any 

product bearing Plaintiff’s EMOJI Trademarks and any reproductions, 

counterfeit copies or colorable imitations thereof that are not genuine EMOJI 

products or are not authorized by Plaintiff to be sold in connection with 

Plaintiff’s EMOJI Trademarks. 

2. Each Defendant, within ten (10) days after receiving notice of this Order,  

shall serve upon Plaintiff a written report under oath providing: (a) their true name and physical 

address, (b) all websites and online marketplace accounts on any platform that they own and/or

operate (c) their financial accounts, including all Wish, Amazon, Alibaba and Walmart accounts, 

and (d) the steps taken by each Defendant to comply with paragraph 1, a through g, above. 
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3. The domain name registries for the Defendant Domain Names, including, but not 

Limited to, VeriSign, Inc., Neustar, Inc., Afilias Limited, CentralNic, Nominet, and the Public 

Interest Registry, within five (5) business days of receipt of this Order or prior to expiration of 

this Order, whichever date shall occur first, shall, at Plaintiff’s choosing:

a. unlock and change the registrar of record for the Defendant Domain Names to 

a registrar of Plaintiff’s selection until further ordered by this Court, and the 

domain name registrars shall take any steps necessary to transfer the 

Defendant Domain Names to a registrar of Plaintiff’s selection until further 

ordered by this Court; or 

b. disable the Defendant Domain Names and make them inactive and 

untransferable until further ordered by this Court. 

4. Those in privity with Defendants and with actual notice of this Order, including  

any online marketplaces such as iOffer, Wish, Amazon, Alibaba and Walmart and any related 

entities, social media platforms, Facebook, YouTube, LinkedIn, Twitter, Internet search engines 

such as Google, Bing and Yahoo, web hosts for the Defendant Domain Names, and domain

name registrars, shall within five (5) business days of receipt of this Order:

a. disable and cease providing services for any accounts through which 

Defendants engage in the sale of counterfeit and infringing goods using the 

EMOJI Trademarks, including any accounts associated with the Defendants 

listed in Schedule A; 

b. disable and cease displaying any advertisements used by or associated with 

Defendants in connection with the sale of counterfeit and infringing goods 

using the EMOJI Trademarks; and 
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c. take all steps necessary to prevent links to the Defendant Domain Names 

identified in Schedule A from displaying in search results, including, but not 

limited to, removing links to the Defendant Domain Names from any search 

index. 

5. Defendants and any third party with actual notice of this Order who is providing  

services for any of the Defendants, or in connection with any of Defendants' websites at the 

Defendant Domain Names or other websites operated by Defendants, including, without 

limitation, any online marketplace platforms such as iOffer, Wish, Amazon, Alibaba and 

Walmart, advertisers, Facebook, Internet Service Providers ("ISP"), web hosts, back-end service 

providers, web designers, sponsored search engine or ad-word providers, banks, merchant 

account providers, including Wish, Amazon, Alibaba and Walmart, third party processors and 

other payment processing service providers, shippers, and domain name registrars (collectively, 

the "Third Party Providers") shall, within five (5) business days after receipt of such notice, 

provide to Plaintiff expedited discovery, including copies of all documents and records in such 

person's or entity's possession or control relating to: 

a. The identities and locations of Defendants, their agents, servants, employees, 

confederates, attorneys, and any persons acting in concert or participation with 

them, including all known contact information; 

b. The nature of Defendants' operations and all associated sales and financial 

information, including, without limitation, identifying information associated 

with the Online Marketplace Accounts, the Defendant Domain Names, and 

Defendants' financial accounts, as well as providing a full accounting of 
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Defendants' sales and listing history related to their respective Online 

Marketplace Accounts and Defendant Domain Names; 

c. Defendants' websites and/or any Online Marketplace Accounts; 

d. The Defendant Domain Names or any domain name registered by Defendants; 

and 

e. Any financial accounts owned or controlled by Defendants, including their 

agents, servants, employees, confederates, attorneys, and any persons acting in 

concert or participation with them, including such accounts residing with or 

under the control of any banks, savings and loan associations, payment 

processors or other financial institutions, including, without limitation, Wish, 

Amazon, Alibaba and Walmart or other merchant account providers, payment 

providers, third party processors, and credit card associations (e.g., 

MasterCard and VISA). 

6. Defendants and any persons in active concert or participation with them who have  

actual notice of this Order shall be temporarily restrained and enjoined from transferring or  

disposing of any money or other of Defendants' assets until further ordered by this Court. 

7. Wish shall, within five (5) business days of receipt of this Order, for any 

Defendant or any of Defendants' Online Marketplace Accounts or websites: 

a. Locate all accounts and funds connected to and related to Defendants, 

Defendants' Online Marketplace Accounts or Defendants' websites, including, 

but not limited to, any Wish accounts connected to and related to the information 

listed in Schedule A hereto and the email addresses identified in Exhibit 2 to the 

Declaration of Jose Santiago; and 
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b. Restrain and enjoin any such accounts or funds from transferring or disposing of any

money or other of Defendants' assets until further ordered by this Court. 

8. Amazon shall, within five (5) business days of receipt of this Order, for any

Defendant or any of Defendants' Online Marketplace Accounts or websites: 

a. Locate all accounts and funds connected to and related to Defendants, 

Defendants' Online Marketplace Accounts or Defendants' websites, including, 

but not limited to, any Amazon accounts connected to and related to the 

information listed in Schedule A hereto and the email addresses identified in 

Exhibit 2 to the Declaration of Jose Santiago; and 

b. Restrain and enjoin any such accounts or funds from transferring or disposing of any 

money or other of Defendants' assets until further ordered by this Court. 

9. Alibaba shall, within five (5) business days of receipt of this Order, for any 

Defendant or any of Defendants' Online Marketplace Accounts or websites: 

a. Locate all accounts and funds connected to and related to Defendants, 

Defendants' Online Marketplace Accounts or Defendants' websites, including, 

but not limited to, any Alibaba accounts connected to and related to the 

information listed in Schedule A hereto and the email addresses identified in 

Exhibit 2 to the Declaration of Jose Santiago; and 

b. Restrain and enjoin any such accounts or funds from transferring or disposing of any

money or other of Defendants' assets until further ordered by this Court. 

10. Walmart shall, within five (5) business days of receipt of this Order, for any 

Defendant or any of Defendants' Online Marketplace Accounts or websites: 
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a. Locate all accounts and funds connected to and related to Defendants, 

Defendants' Online Marketplace Accounts or Defendants' websites, including, 

but not limited to, any Walmart accounts connected to and related to the 

information listed in Schedule A hereto and the email addresses identified in 

Exhibit 2 to the Declaration of Jose Santiago; and 

b. Restrain and enjoin any such accounts or funds from transferring or disposing of any 

money or other of Defendants' assets until further ordered by this Court. 

11.  Any banks, savings and loan associations, payment processors, or other financial 

institutions, for any Defendant or any of Defendants' Online Marketplace Accounts or websites, 

shall within five (5) business days of receipt of this Order: 

a.   Locate all accounts and funds connected to Defendants, Defendants' Online 

Marketplace Accounts or Defendants' websites, including, but not limited to, 

any accounts connected to the information listed in Schedule A to the 

Complaint; and  

b.  Restrain and enjoin such accounts from receiving, transferring or disposing of 

any money or other of Defendants' assets until further ordered by this Court. 

12. Plaintiff may provide notice of these proceedings to Defendants, including notice 

of the preliminary injunction hearing and service of process pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 4(f)(3), by  

electronically publishing a link to the Complaint, this Order and other relevant documents on a  

website to which the Defendant Domain Names which are transferred to Plaintiff’s control will  

redirect, or by sending an e-mail to the e-mail addresses identified in Schedule A to the

Complaint and any e-mail addresses provided for Defendants by third parties that includes a link 

to said website. The Clerk of Court is directed to issue a single original summons in the name of 
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“2socu2t9 and all other Defendants identified in the Complaint” that shall apply to all 

Defendants. The combination of providing notice via electronic publication or e-mail, along with 

any notice that Defendants receive from domain name registrars and payment processors, shall 

constitute notice reasonably calculated under all circumstances to apprise Defendants of the 

pendency of the action and afford them the opportunity to present their objections.

13. Plaintiff’s Complaint, Schedule A to the Complaint, and this Order shall remain 

sealed until Defendants' financial accounts are restrained. Plaintiff shall file unsealed versions of 

the Complaint, Schedule A to the Complaint, and this Order using the CM/ECF system prior to

the expiration of this Order. Plaintiff shall deposit with the Court Ten Thousand Dollars 

($10,000.00), either cash, cashier’s check or surety bond, as security, which amount was determined 

adequate for the payment of such damages as any person may be entitled to recover as a result of a

wrongful restraint hereunder.

14. Any Defendants that are subject to this Order may appear and move to dissolve or

modify the Order on two days' notice to Plaintiff or on shorter notice as set by this Court.

This Temporary Restraining Order without notice is entered on June 21, 2022 at 9:30

A.M., and shall remain in effect for fourteen (14) days.

_____________________________________
U.S. District Court Judge
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SCHEDULE A

No. Defendant Name / Alias
1 2socu2t9
2 4ajdorzg 
3 4gvy0ta_ 
4 4s6kpqd6
5 AAbvcvf 
6 AAgfgrthy
7 aliany 
8 Amos A Reed
9 aorris 
10 ASFFDDF
11 AWEVVFVG 
12 Bdfgrtet
13 big99store 
14 Canton Fashions
15 carla12 
16 cfbser 
17 Coffeboutique 
18 congdoan1161
19 curtai 
20 cyuujbd 
21 danphuong10 
22 DaochixiexKg 
23 duytapstore
24 eesj3qab 
25 eist2h0n
26 essirracop-7699 
27 foment
28 fyute
29 gleams
30 guyinft
31 gyunyu 
32 hanh306 
33 HappysdaysStore 
34 hfieo8hs 
35 hjnfcth
36 hong92_store 
37 hrthjj
38 huydu14 
39 huyen15 
40 imifgyn
41 JasonHaroldvLmHgT
42 JiaoyongshaihX 
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43 kieunguyetnga
44 kufeils8hfe 
45 LeopoldMichaelqEbQ
46 limass 
47 Lindalljl
48 loc1892 
49 LuancizhuangjiangdK 
50 lxiayanhay
51 mandley 
52 manhnghiep
53 Market Acrosk Cruser 
54 MeishisiqXy
55 minhluan 
56 minhtien216
57 misinformation
58 mzboai
59 nga7992 
60 ngaministore 
61 nguyet189 
62 ojujosab-5718 
63 Papertre
64 phfiels8he
65 Poisson who 
66 quanghai14
67 quangmanh199
68 rabbet 
69 reed bookstore
70 ShunhanlesisK 
71 slavishmess 
72 sonyfehay
73 SummerColStore
74 swetbv
75 thanglh97 
76 thanhhstore
77 thanhthuy10 
78 thanhtra 
79 thaobeautystore 
80 thevu989 
81 trinh97
82 truonggiangstore 
83 tuanchi1408 
84 uinyud 
85 vanbao11
86 vantuan123
87 vfgrevrt 
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88 Wall Host Cruser
89 wangshunzhang1234 
90 yangsen66668888
91 yhjsrtfuk
92 yubdty
93 ZarastoreS 
94 Blirik
95 Danjastic 
96 Dolegur 
97 Donewelo
98 EOSWLADO 
99 Fortioo
100 Fuyu 
101 Gukom
102 Hang Zhou Dui Shu Dian Zi Shang Wu You Xian Gongsi
103 HuangGangShiLiWeiShangMaoYouXianGongSi
104 LANDAF_US 
105 Merzam
106 Pakainn 
107 Quintina 
108 Ranludas 
109 shenzhen jier maoyi youxiangongsi 
110 Shenzhen Rongxiner Network Technology Co., Ltd. 
111 Shenzhenshixinmaoranmaoyiyouxiangongsi
112 shenzhenshiyingyukejiyouxiangongsi 
113 Smileol
114 Vadunsuz 
115 Xmastr 
116 Yszodd 
117 yuanhuisheng 
118 zhehao
119 BartonDenisezCpTo
120 kwrpp 
121 liuyupuliupuyu 
122 nhunggg 
123 NPC Katherine Land 
124 SongjipangfanrUy 
125 sunhaotian1234 
126 tangweiyu0343
127 theshystore 
128 wasm6463812812vj
129 yetingdexiaodian
130 zhuanzhuan1 
131 2022 New Summer Dress 
132 AMERICA HARVARD LIFE TECHNOLOGY COLIMITED3 
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133 architect us
134 Bestong US 
135 bestproductforyou
136 Broad Bean Trading Co., Ltd.
137 CHENJINSTORE
138 drxBest
139 E-Billion 
140 fengduoduo 
141 fenghuangshanchenjianfangbaihuolingshouchaoshi 
142 gaoshangnanzhuang
143 Heionia
144 heiwadamai
145 LAOFU
146 LiFangZhang
147 LIUKKKKus 
148 liuzunhan
149 Luan Trade
150 Luck Prosperity
151 Lynn Star 
152 MDN's SHOP 
153 Meladyan 
154 new bolod 
155 nigwbd 
156 OhMyTat Temporary Tattoo 
157 SeyEai
158 SJZHINENG
159 taikangxianyixiujiajuyongpinxiaoshoudian
160 xiatiandeshu
161 xingyicheng 
162 yobysin
163 yushengkeji3 
164 zengweiling
165

166 Dongguan Ditalon Houseware Co., Ltd.
167 Dongguan Songli Plastics Industry Co., Ltd.
168 Dongguan Zhongxing Hardware Accessories Co., Ltd. 
169 Dongyang Qiantuhui Crafts Co., Ltd.
170 Guangzhou Yulong Packaging Product Co., Ltd. 
171 Nantong Baoya Home Furnishing Co., Ltd. 
172 Ningbo Youki Industry And Trade Co., Ltd. 
173 Quanzhou Leyis Trade Co., Ltd.
174 Shandong Bazhihe International Trade Co., Ltd.
175 Shenzhen Liger Electronics Co., Ltd
176 Shenzhen Sanyuanheng Technology Co., Ltd.
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177 Shenzhen Yuda Crafts Co., Ltd.
178 Wingmore Industries(Shanghai) Co.,Ltd
179 Yiwu Junjiang Jewelry Co., Ltd.
180 Atmoko Official Store 
181 BAMANS
182 Joybuy
183 LIENRIDY 
184 MASO TECHNOLOGY CO.,LIMITED
185 Miruku 
186 Nafxzy
187 Shanghai Leiyuan Energy Technology Co., Ltd.
188 shen mei da fu shi
189 Shenzhen Weitian Industrial Co., Ltd. 
190 Shenzhenshi Sijiuzhou Keji Youxian Gongsi
191 shenzhenshianleshengdianzishangwuyouxiangongsi
192 shenzhenshichenticaiyifushiCO td
193 shenzhenshijiahuoyuandianzishangwuyouxiangongsi
194 shenzhenshijiqiaowangluokejiyouxiangongsi 
195 Tyfuify 
196 Wannabuy 
197 yisuiling 
198 YUNDAI 
199 zhejiangaobengongjuyouxiangongsi 
200 Zz

No. Defendants Online Marketplace 
1 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f7c3867625fd7057f612feb 
2 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f7c3ad94360a51dfbeaf73e
3 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f7c3c454750bd5b0b110b15
4 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f7c3db055e3076bb30628fa
5 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e81792393fb001c40cfa65b
6 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e817f2cb6aaab12c0070c68
7 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e82fbf11c0085b34062ed98
8 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e9c14902405fbc0d4c5d20f
9 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e83f9a3ab205e9cc08e1302
10 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e7abb3229e78628cbbcedac
11 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e7ab6f828ec1704f47303c4 
12 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e7c16cbb3547620d339e5c9 
13 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f84175f8139ef28e08917a6 
14 https://www.wish.com/merchant/609931108b7e45b4c636e4cb 
15 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f742d70c1ec7626eb1ad2df 
16 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e7b1f4164888424c01598ab
17 https://www.wish.com/merchant/60e26344d080bc28cc83721d 
18 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5eba79145fb02163688754d2 
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19 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e82fdb7d605c61fae45a642
20 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e7c0ed71aa7b91bc22666ab
21 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5ea68081bd8d2030d51bc580
22 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e8addc9ee8e9875f8a777d0
23 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f7a8b351191476c842955f9
24 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f7e981791a8b15b3ae2dd30
25 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f7c3e3de7f6f08b60217cc9 
26 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f7dec80c494eb16ad594f69 
27 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e83fc44bc418d53400eb7cf 
28 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e7c02c3b3547611ae39e47d
29 https://www.wish.com/merchant/6026264aba98b907fc16991e
30 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e7c094bf4da3606098a46df
31 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e7d533a841bb5219993767e 
32 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f1bef06d7e507ab834593fe
33 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5fa0fe71588f717eeffc6e87 
34 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e43987bd91aba3f03976cdc
35 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e7c00851aa7b90444268df0
36 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f7d4fe3105c475ed642db3e
37 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e68749418426d2142ba6d46 
38 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5ebe438d5911ea10422711c6 
39 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f12582142c8d32a0df6640f 
40 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e7c050a81ddc0139fc64c92
41 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5ea6911d88006ecdc7291a70 
42 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e9153abbdebf44d7a041f65 
43 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5ea7e54603b8868aea0fc69c 
44 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e43ab3f6fc6834f2728273e 
45 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5ea6869f29e78633c3f07c9a 
46 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e83fe5bcb11ec6d30a1dfc3 
47 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e83ed9eff14efd99530736a 
48 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f20ec906beb24d5c3f2652a 
49 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e8589f7b5a9080959de8639
50 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f2133090073094aa3d22b68
51 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e845149ff14ef6fc430d97d
52 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5ea6881a3f5b6a87a2aff429 
53 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f793d76ec54da58f6afb8da 
54 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e8adeeb99a1f9f3d0d45113 
55 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5ea693bee3501ba20083b2a6
56 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f052c88ece55d2692be4846
57 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f930147d49cd5f39be9cd7e
58 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e83f71e4a95b40ac5d903fb 
59 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f1fd3d4dc0c9e7586e62a94 
60 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f856383291f288cfda73531 
61 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f1ba624c023b932f24eb7d6
62 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f7dec17fb0b5a93379c59b7
63 https://www.wish.com/merchant/60e130b2d9e18244228f44cf
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64 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e437f602435c12b1fa6cc66
65 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f9083c78e4f02eff935483a
66 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5ebe40685911ea175126fba3
67 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5eba7422401690158e8e3756 
68 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e83facd29e7867382fbc07d
69 https://www.wish.com/merchant/60db24603a515a63c0c8cf92
70 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e84192729e78631e3fb5f02
71 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f907d5842c9608f3a260f9b 
72 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f2245b29de421adda1e91bc
73 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5faa025f2368721cbb5dbfc1
74 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e83f57484158900404c35a3
75 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5ee451f68bf2ea08f125a8d4
76 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f7eb41bb4ff140615abfee3 
77 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5eb13c353e75aad0172337e2
78 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5ea689c8513d45e98858a7bb 
79 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f7bee4c697dd8278bb45ce4
80 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f0068ef1901bb7574449e40
81 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5ecfc77dfdf596e899d3bf39
82 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f7be1b287fcdc588314bee3 
83 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e8f24d424067d0380e1804e
84 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e7c0cd1e32b600788ce8625
85 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5eb1491548ccf1ac82e5f555 
86 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5ea691cc7733e0d0a394353e
87 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e65ef8e2724a81874dc4a03
88 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f7a207911914726d229526b 
89 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5fe59cc9d7271928000d09dc
90 https://www.wish.com/merchant/6098c80c8477ec005e57ecdf
91 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e815e2393fb009ee4ca7d6c
92 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e7c03e081ddc01334c6493f
93 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5fc01a641d0178552b5707e1 
94 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101175999
95 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101135994
96 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101109694 
97 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101136693 
98 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101173133 
99 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101106758 
100 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101044680 
101 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101176319 
102 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101096900 
103 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101136668 
104 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101043409 
105 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101136588 
106 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101131388 
107 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101133724 
108 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101126134 
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109 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101133364
110 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101044636 
111 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101130364
112 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101137280 
113 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101113032
114 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101131395 
115 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101173591 
116 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101123894 
117 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101134302 
118 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101121244
119 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5ea3961c47bd0c0d7cf51593
120 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5f9573172826a90f74c5e2d2
121 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e96bc1d6d2a2d15ea2adf82
122 https://www.wish.com/merchant/615bfd1df49f84bdeac3d200
123 https://www.wish.com/merchant/60108e46e155024229c11ad2 
124 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e86e919990f9b4896a41535
125 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5fe42d75e94aa454d8de2af1 
126 https://www.wish.com/merchant/60c58f371735a5fe2daa8eac 
127 https://www.wish.com/merchant/60c2d7ec3d7b4c60d184554d 
128 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5e6f5b67f018083b7071b81d
129 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5a24e942fd9db819346b1013 
130 https://www.wish.com/merchant/5d500dcd8388970bdce690b8 
131 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A2DG83WZEZ4YOH 
132 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A2DRHTEV5O1WYF 
133 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A1BYBNWPPRXDVP 
134 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A1ST0BA9I11BGU&isAmazonFulf

illed=1
135 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A2I0RAKIQASFVN&isAmazonFul

filled=1
136 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A2KU4XQ78H4HB7 
137 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A3RJ548RB6FBFG 
138 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A2O0OHJILW2W6X 
139 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=AKSPTAQR0LSBS&isAmazonFulf

illed=1
140 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A2VGGDW2S5ZDEM&isAmazonF

ulfilled=0&asin=B097P39RSH&ref_=olp_merch_name_1 
141 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A2PM1J3E1Y3AY7 
142 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A1FRDSL1GJXPX4 
143 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A3ARW3028R6H7W 
144 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A2DGYP17YB20XZ 
145 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A1CS4ROT2WIAX0 
146 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=AC7OMJ2AAZS8S
147 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=AFAK8KSUBWIDC
148 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A3NDM7IL6HH56N 
149 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=AIBRIMV7DBNYM&isAmazonFul
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filled=1
150 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A38GUVEHT7JSPD&isAmazonFul

filled=1
151 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A3IRDDWS073QYM&isAmazonF

ulfilled=1
152 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A1FICCILTDPW5M&isAmazonFul

filled=1
153 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A3SNRQZD4UVQU4
154 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=AU8SNIJ01LYDL 
155 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=AGIRK6Y6HMFKY
156 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A2D1UWBP825RFH 
157 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A1G6ADFBXE41KI&isAmazonFul

filled=1
158 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A36LLMDHO94IAA&isAmazonFu

lfilled=1
159 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=APVTOSXIEXA64
160 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=AJ9BCIS7D99Z4 
161 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A1TC78FCNSH5QJ 
162 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=AJKUH5O0T3N1X&isAmazonFulfi

lled=1 
163 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A3QFCX8529LI17 
164 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A5NPXKIJHPPC1&isAmazonFulfil

led=1 
165 https://www.amazon.com/sp?ie=UTF8&seller=A1CWGHIN2DK8ZN 
166 https://ditalon.en.alibaba.com/
167 https://songli-toys.en.alibaba.com
168 https://dongguanzhongxing.en.alibaba.com 
169 https://qiantuhui.en.alibaba.com 
170 https://lokyo2.en.alibaba.com 
171 https://ntbaoya.en.alibaba.com
172 https://youkichina.en.alibaba.com
173 https://leyisi77.en.alibaba.com
174 https://bach.en.alibaba.com
175 https://ligerneon.en.alibaba.com 
176 https://qyprinting.en.alibaba.com
177 https://3-space.en.alibaba.com
178 https://wingmore.en.alibaba.com
179 https://ywjunjiang.en.alibaba.com
180 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101066752 
181 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101127285 
182 https://www.walmart.com/seller/18988 
183 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101106735 
184 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101044610 
185 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101176344 
186 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101126933 
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187 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101043436
188 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101129220 
189 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101043398
190 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101100092 
191 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101133529
192 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101078084 
193 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101115483 
194 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101132895 
195 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101123683 
196 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101095342
197 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101122185 
198 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101109004
199 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101108939 
200 https://www.walmart.com/seller/101117389


